


● We are in 2050 in Inverclyde, a small council area at the Sottish 
coast West of Glasgow.

● As weather events occur as plausible for the 2050s, we provide 
infrastructure services to the area, and our common goal is to 
keep satisfaction levels up.

● Each player is responsible for one type of infrastructure or for 
public services, and knows their vulnerability to weather hazards.

● Apart from the climate, everything is still like in 2018, i.e. we have 
today's population, economy, infrastructure etc.

Imagine...
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Game board: Infrastructure



  

Game board: Infrastructure elements and
                      users incl public services



Find & discuss your infrastructure!



  

Game board: Other potentially relevant
                       areas affected by events

South-West 
Scotland

Scotland UK & 
Ireland



A.0 Event

Together with your weather reporter Joe, understand the event.

How to play

What type of event?

What happens?

How unusual is this?
Which areas of Inverclyde 
are particularly effected?

When?



A.1 Damage & Disruption

Going clockwise, explain disruptions and damages caused by the 
event to your infrastructure/services, and put corresponding tokens 
on the board. Also consider additional damage/disruption from that 
on other infrastructure.

How to play



When & What

How to play

A.2(i) Note taking & satisfaction

Now fill out this round's event 
page in your booklet. 

How satisfied are you with your 
service's performance? 

Note any learnings and thoughts 
on the event's effects both on the 
overall situation and your service 
alone.



A.2(ii) Note taking & satisfaction

Discuss together the impact of the combined damages & disruptions 
to the Inverclyde area. How satisfied are your customers? The white 
circles can help you to think of the different locations within the area, 
and the icons can remind you of crucial public services.

How to play

?



B.0 Interval

Together with your weather 
reporter Joe, understand what is 
happening in the time before the 
next event.

How to play

When?

What?



B.1 Recovery

Going clockwise, explain the recovery possible in the interval on 
their infrastructure/services and take corresponding tokens off the 
board. Again also consider impacts from the recovery of other 
infrastructure services.

How to play



When & What

How to play

B.2(i) Note taking & satisfaction

Now fill out this round's recovery 
page in your booklet. 

How satisfied are you with your 
service's performance? 

Note any learnings and thoughts 
on the recovery from the 
previous event's effects, 
considering both the overall 
situation and your service alone.



B.2(ii) Note taking & satisfaction

Discuss the impact of the combined damages & disruptions to the 
Inverclyde area, if there are any left. How satisfied are your 
customers? The white circles can help you think of the different 
locations within the area, and the icons can remind you of crucial 
public services.

How to play

?



A.2 decide on damage
     - place tokens on board

A.1 understand the hazard event

In each round, the players

A.3 discuss impacts - note thoughts and learning, assess satisfaction

a recovery phase card describes the time until the next event
- B.0 understand, B.1 decide on recovered damage & disruptions B.2 take notes, assess satisfaction.

After each round,

How to play: Summary
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